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The JERICO WP5 (Data Management and Distribution)
Action Plan
A synthesis of what was decided during the pre-kickoff meeting
on the data management and distribution strategy to adopt
within JERICO (Paris, 23 May, 2011):
 Use what exists → SeaDataNet II (SDN II) for Delayed-mode
(DM) data & MyOcean (MyO) for Real-time (RT) data.
 Avoid duplication of efforts → by assisting SDN II & MyO in
the development/improvement of data handling methodologies
and data quality assurance procedures for JERICO-specific
monitoring parameters/technologies.
 Create suitable partnerships to meet target objectives →
formalize links with SDN II & MyO to support the data flow
within JERICO.
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Managing Ferrybox (FB) Data in JERICO
Delayed-mode data
 Use what exists → Data will be managed/distributed using the SDN
II infrastructure and procedures → Most JERICO partners already
contribute to (or will contribute to) SDN II, so there should be no
added burden to bear.
 Avoid duplication of efforts → Cooperate with SDN II to
develop/improve FB data handling methodologies and quality
assurance procedures → Will allow JERICO to participate in the
establishment of community standards and practices.
 Create suitable partnerships to meet target objectives → Actively
engage with SDN II to seek common ground on FB data issues in a
way that will address the needs/prerogatives of JERICO →
Supports the “open & free” data policy paradigm → Will ensure
compatibilty, interoperability and the necessary implementation of
community standards and practices.

MyOcean

Ferrybox Data in MyOcean

Managing Ferrybox (FB) Data in JERICO
Real-time data
 Use what exists → Data will be managed/distributed using the
MyOcean infrastructure and procedures → Most JERICO partners
already contribute to (or will contribute to) MyOcean, so there
should be no added burden to bear.
 Avoid duplication of efforts → Cooperate with MyOcean to
develop/improve FB data handling methodologies and quality
assurance procedures → Will allow JERICO to participate in the
establishment of community standards and practices.
 Create suitable partnerships to meet target objectives → Actively
engage with MyOcean to seek common ground on FB data issues in
a way that will address the needs/prerogatives of JERICO →
Supports the “open & free” data policy paradigm → Will ensure
compatibilty, interoperability and the necessary implementation of
community standards and practices.
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The JERICO WP5 Operating Scheme for Ferrybox Data
Delayed-mode Ferrybox Data
All delayed-mode ferrybox data activities will be routed through
Task 5.2 of WP5: Harmonization of delayed-mode data
management procedures with SeaDataNet. This task will also
manage the necessary interaction between JERICO and
SeaDataNet II.
Task Leader: IFREMER.

Real-time Ferrybox Data
All real-time ferrybox data activities will be routed through Task
5.3 of WP5: Harmonization of real-time data management
procedures with MyOcean/EuroGOOS. This task will also
manage the necessary interaction between JERICO and
MyOcean.
Task Leader: IFREMER.

